Denmark Mews, HOVE, East Sussex, BN3 3TX
Asking Price £650,000

Asking Price £650,000
• Three Bedroom Family • Two Private Parking
Home
Spaces
• A Short Walk To The
Seafront

• Arranged Over Three
Floors

• Quiet Residential Area • Modern Condition
Throughout

• Located In Central
Hove

• Close To Hove Station

• Freehold

• Must View!

Description
Denmark Mews is located off Denmark Villas in a private residential neighbourhood, in the middle of Hove. Walk out your front door and you can be on the platform to London in just a matter of seconds...literally!
Furthermore, you can head 'south' and pick up a coffee from Church Road and take a stroll along the seafront within a matter of minutes! - The location of this property really doesn't get much better!
The house itself is arranged over three floors, offering three double bedrooms, plenty of living space and two private parking spots. On the ground floor there is a lovely kitchen/dining area which spans the entire
length of the house. Doors lead out to your easily managed, west facing garden area. The kitchen provides plenty of worktop and cupboard space with room for a dining table too.
The separate living room is a lovely space to watch TV or read a book. Given how close you are to all that Hove has to offer, it is surprisingly quiet and a great room to relax in.
Upstairs, there are two double bedrooms and a family bathroom. Both bedrooms are of a good size and offer comfortable proportions. The main room on this first level has the benefit of a modern en-suite bathroom and
a bay window. There is also a fantastic balcony leading from the landing where you can sit out on or keep the door open to let in fresh air. On this floor there is also a large family bathroom which includes a bath and
shower.
On the top floor, stairs lead up to the bedroom door where inside it offers you an extremely light and particularly large principle bedroom. This room spans the majority of the footprint of the house - A great room for the
parents or teenage children!
All in all, this house provides fantastic room internally, with two parking spaces, a west facing decked garden area...Situated in the heart of Hove.
Call now to book your viewing 01273 778877

Area
The Central Hove area is exceptionally popular with buyers
wanting to live in a busy and vibrant area where there is plenty
going on. There are numerous bars and restaurants in Church
Road catering for all tastes and expectations, all of which are
within close proximity. Hove mainline railway station is
conveniently located for those buyers who commute to work and
of course Hove Seafront and promenade are within a short stroll.

The information provided about this property does not constitute or form part of an offer or contract, nor may be it be regarded as representations. All interested parties must verify accuracy and your solicitor must verify
tenure/lease information, fixtures & fittings and, where the property has been extended/converted, planning/building regulation consents. All dimensions are approximate and quoted for guidance only as are floor plans
which are not to scale and their accuracy cannot be confirmed. Reference to appliances and/or services does not imply that they are necessarily in working order or fit for the purpose.
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